TWIN SET “BORA-BORA”

skirt

YARN
ADRIAFL YARNS

MATERIALS
250 g Tender yarn in colour no 88
Knitting Needles N° 5 1/2 and 6
85 (90) cm elastic band (H 0.5 cm)
Tapestry Needle

SIZE: 42 (44)

PATTERN STITCHES
Elastic Rib (start and end)
K2/p2 Rib stitch
Pearled rib stitch (work over an even number of stitches):
Row 1: k1, * 1 double st (= k1, pointing right knitting needle stitch corresponding to next st, but of the row below), p1 *, rep. from * to *, k1.
Row 2: knit.
Row 3: rep. from row 1
Knit stitch to end elastic rib

GAUGES
10x10 cm using knitting needles no. 6 in pearled rib stitch = 17 sts. and 27 rows.
10x10 cm using knitting needles no. 5 1/2 in k2/p2 rib stitch = 20 sts. and 20 rows.

WORKING INSTRUCTIONS
Back: using knitting needles no. 6 cast on 90 (96) sts. and, for the border, work 4 rows in elastic rib, corresponding to 0.5 cm. Cont. in pearled rib stitch. At 24 (26-28) cm. from edge decr. at ends 1 st every 4 rows 4 times. When work measures 30 (32-34) cm from edge cont. using knitting needles no. 5 1/2 in k2/p2 rib stitch. After 12 (13-14) cm. work 10 rows in elastic rib, corresponding to 1.5 cm, then end the stitch with the tapestry needle.
Front: work in same way as back.

MAKING UP AND FINISH
Sew up the sides leaving a small opening on waistband; braid in the elastic band and sew up the ends. Sew up the edge.